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Guest Perspective
Insoles to Mazimize Proprioception, Part I
By Mark Cucuzella, MD, FAAFP
The whole concept of minimal shoes is to give
the runner an experience similar to what they
would get if they were actually barefoot. A primary goal is to get the athletes in the least amount
of shoe that is safe for them today and gradually
reduce the shoe as the foot strengthens.
One of the main benefits about being truly
barefoot is maximizing proprioception, the
valuable sensorimotor information we receive
from the foot/ground interface. The foot’s dense
proprioceptive system plays a critical role in
the activation and efficiency of muscles controlling gait, posture, and alignment. When we
introduce a layer between the sole of the foot and
the ground, we add a layer of sensory insulation.
So, let’s look at the role of a critically important
aspect of the shoe – the insole layer, the layer
that is in contact with the foot.
Insoles have traditionally been broken down
into 3 main categories; cushioning, support, and
custom orthotics. Recently a 4th category, foot
strengthening or proprioceptive feedback insoles,
has been introduced.
The cushioning products use terms like

the insole to match your foot, making it more like

Once a joint is braced, it will often require

a custom orthotic products. In the support cat-

bracing indefinitely until an active rehab is pres-

egory are Sole, A-Line, and Superfeet. In many

cribed.

cases, the brands offer devices that both support
and cushion.
Another device is the prescription orthotic.

Athletes embracing the healthy foot movement desire the following:
1) We don’t want sensory insulation

Websters’ Dictionary defines an orthotic as “a

2) We want full foot range of motion

device (as a brace or splint) for supporting, im-

3) We do not want excessive bracing, cush-

shock absorption and energy dissipation. The

mobilizing or treating muscles, joints or skeletal

basic premise is that the material, through

parts which are weak, ineffective, deformed or in-

physical changes in the material properties and /

jured.” Although typically not sold at retail, virtu-

or material breakdown, dissipate harmful impact

ally every retailer has a percentage of consumers

energy and provide cushioning. Top products in

who come in and must ensure that their orthotic

this category, SofSole and Spenco, use materials

will fit into their new shoes. Although I believe

with viscous properties. The viscous property

there are several structural flaws in the human

materials tend to be heavy, and the softness of

frame that benefit from orthotics, we often take

patented insole focuses on the use of the body’s

the product dampens our interactions with the

a structurally normal foot, which has atrophied

own sensory perception and proprioception to in-

ground. This does not produce the desired effect

through years of bracing and support, make a

troduce a mild stimulus to a region correspond-

for efficient walking and running activities.

cast of the weakened foot, and make a support to

ing with the foot’s center of mass. The body’s

brace the weak foot. We allow the foot to contin-

natural response to the stimulus is to move away

ue to weaken and make another pair in a year.

and thus a series of continuous and minute mus-

Taking the foot and making it reliant

cle contractions are begun. The insole works with

The second category of insoles support the
foot, and most commonly the foot’s medial arch.
Variations of these insoles exist which feature

ioning or support.
A unique category of insoles is a proprioceptive-based insole by Barefoot Science. This
is not a new concept – Barefoot Science insoles
have been around for almost a decade and the
underlying science it is based upon is 2 decades
old – but today it is getting looked at anew. The

wedging effects to alter pronation. These insoles

on a brace or support is counterintuitive to

a progressive series of inserts, much like a pro-

mimic the custom orthotic concept. Variations of

those wanting to strengthen and rehabilitate so

gressive resistance training program, to gradually

these insoles also exist where you can heat form

the foot can become a self-supporting structure.

introduce this muscle strengthening component
Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 9

to the foot. So, as opposed to the concept of brace

Apart from the sock, the insole is the layer

strengthening the feet and why the center of

or support or the concept of cushion and insulate,

in most immediate contact with the foot. The

here the concept is strengthen / rehabilitate.

features and benefits of this insole come as

For those of us that have begun questioning

close as can be found to bringing the benefits

the benefits of the brace-support and cushion

of actual foot/ground interface inside the shoe

West Virginia University School of Medicine. As

footwear products, this makes perfect sense.

to the foot/insole interface. It is also transfer-

a US Air Force Reservist he designs programs to

able into daily footwear, effectively providing

promote healthier and better running with the

how it interfaces with the foot. The science of

progressive barefoot like stimulation for every

US Air Force Efficient Running Project (pro-

typical insoles focuses on primarily supporting

step taken, which should, in theory, reduce the

gram modules on website below). He has been a

the foot’s medial arch and possibly, depending on

injury rate and shorten the transition time that

national-level Masters runner, having competed

product, the transverse and lateral arches. The

some have associated with the minimalist/

for over 35 years with more than 100 marathon

shape and concept behind the Barefoot Science

barefoot transition.

and ultra-marathon finishes. Mark is a two time

Another interesting aspect of the insole is

device is in the interface with the foot’s centre of

Overall, the advantages of improved foot

mass is critical in this paradigm.
Lt. Col. (Dr.) Mark Cucuzzella is a Professor at

winner of the Air Force Marathon and has a

mass. This key region aligns with the body’s line

strength translate into more efficient and a

marathon PR of 2:24. As well as being the race

of action through the foot and thus it creates a

less injury prone movement. The natural me-

director of Freedom’s Run race series in West Vir-

dome-like effect that the foot can rotate about.

chanics of the musculoskeletal system are ca-

ginia, Mark is director of the Natural Running

From an anatomical point of the view, the hip

pable of providing the shock absorption and

Center, an education portal designed to teach

is like a ball-socket, the knee is like a simple

support our body requires for most activity.

healthier running. He is also the owner of Two

hinge, and therefore the foot, to interact multi-di-

Insoles focusing on the strengthening

rectionally with the ground, needs to have a

and rehabilitation of the foot make sense for

ball-socket multi-directional capacity as well. This

not only minimalist runners but for the entire

aspect is especially beneficial for those running or

shoe-wearing population.

Rivers Treads – A Center for Natural Running
and Walking in his hometown of Shepherdstown, WV. For details, visit drmarksdesk.com

Part 2 will focus on the science behind

doing any sports on uneven surfaces.
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From the

COVID-19 Frontlines

Intranasal COVID-19 Vaccine
Effective in Animal Studies

administration.
Vaccinated hamsters and a group of unvaccinated animals were then
exposed to SARS-CoV-2, either by direct administration into the nose or

Vaccines are greatly reducing the number of COVID-19 hospitalizations

through contact with infected hamsters. Both routes of vaccine administra-

and deaths. Vaccines developed early in the pandemic continue to provide

tion protected hamsters from serious disease. Unvaccinated hamsters lost

protection against severe disease caused by new variants of SARS-CoV-2,
the virus that causes the disease.
All COVID-19 vaccines now in use are injected into the muscle (intramuscularly), producing antibodies that circulate in the blood to recognize
the virus. But this route of administration doesn’t necessarily produce
antibodies in the nose and nasal passages.
This has raised the possibility that vaccinated people could still catch
and spread the virus, even when they don’t know they’re infected. Scientists
have proposed that vaccines given through the nose (intranasally) may be
able to block SARS-CoV-2 in both the nasal passages and bloodstream.
Researchers led by Dr. Vincent Munster from NIH’s National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases tested intranasal delivery of the
Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine in hamsters and monkeys. The results were

weight and showed signs of lung damage, but vaccinated hamsters did not.
The animals that received intranasal vaccination also had substantially less
infectious virus in their nasal passages than unvaccinated animals.
The researchers next tested two doses of the intranasal vaccine in four
monkeys. As in the hamsters, antibodies were found in the blood after the
second dose, at levels similar to those seen in people who have recovered
from COVID-19.
The monkeys were then exposed to SARS-CoV-2. Compared to four
unvaccinated monkeys, those that received the intranasal vaccine had less
virus in their noses and in lung tissue. Three of the unvaccinated animals
tested developed symptoms of pneumonia, while none of the vaccinated
monkeys did.
More work is needed to understand the differences in immune

published, in Science Translational Medicine (doi: 10.1126/scitranslmed.

response between the two routes of administration. “But these results

abh0755).
The team first compared spraying the vaccine intranasally to intramuscular injection in hamsters. Both routes of administration produced

justify additional tests of nasal delivery for COVID-19 vaccines in people,”
Munster says.
A clinical trial at the University of Oxford is now testing intranasal

high levels of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 in the blood after a single
dose. Levels of antibodies in blood were actually higher after intranasal

vaccination in human volunteers.

Continued on page 14
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Experimental Vaccine Protects
Against Multiple Coronaviruses

The researchers immunized aged mice with various combinations of
mRNA encoding these spike chimeras. They also immunized mice with a
vaccine containing only SARS-CoV-2 spike mRNA for comparison. Both

Three pathogenic coronaviruses have emerged in the past two decades: the

groups of mice produced potent neutralizing antibodies againstSARS-

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV), the Middle

CoV-2. They also produced antibodies against the alpha and beta variants

East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), and SARS-CoV-2,
which causes COVID-19. Both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 are Sarbecoviruses. Bats harbor other Sarbecoviruses that could spread to humans
and cause future pandemics. Thus, there is a need for a vaccine that could
protect against a range of Sarbecoviruses.

of concern.
Mice that received all four chimeras also produced antibodies against
SARS-CoV, bat viruses, and additional SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern.
These antibody responses were comparable to, or better than, those generated against SARS-CoV-2. In contrast, mice that received only the SARS-

Some current vaccines against SARS-CoV-2, like the Pfizer and
Moderna vaccines, are mRNA vaccines. These contain messenger RNA

CoV-2 vaccine had little or no antibody response to the other viruses.
To assess whether the mice were protected against diverse viruses, the

(mRNA) that directs the body’s cells to make a viral protein, which elicits
an immune response. A team of researchers led by Drs. David Martinez

team exposed them to SARS-CoV and bat coronaviruses. Mice vaccinated

and Ralph Baric at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill set out

with the chimeras had no detectable virus in their lungs and no lung dam-

to design an mRNA vaccine that would be effective against several Sarbe-

age. In contrast, mice vaccinated with the SARS-CoV-2 spike developed

coviruses. Results of their work, which was funded by the National Insti-

breakthrough lung infections and weight loss when challenged with other

tutes of Health, were described in Science (doi: 10.1126/science.abi4506).
Sarbecoviruses attach to host cells using a protein on their surfaces
called the spike protein. Current SARS-CoV-2 vaccines use the spike
protein to elicit an immune response. The team hypothesized that a spike
protein made with parts from different viruses would elicit a broad immune

viruses.
These results suggest that a universal Sarbecovirus vaccine may be
possible. The team hopes that further testing will lead to human clinical
trials of a chimeric spike mRNA vaccine next year.
“Our findings look bright for the future because they suggest we

response. So, they mixed three parts—the receptor-binding domain
(RBD), the N-terminal domain (NTD), and subunit 2 (S2)—from various

can design more universal pan-coronavirus vaccines to proactively guard

Sarbecoviruses into single spike protein “chimeras.” They created four such

against viruses we know are at risk for emerging in humans,” Martinez

chimeras using different combinations of RBD, NTD, and S2.

says. “With this strategy, perhaps we can prevent a SARS-CoV-3.”
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Meeting Highlights from National
Athletic Trainers’ Association
STUDY REPORTS INJURY RATES ACROSS
HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE SPORTS

athletic training clinics (252 high schools, 40 colleges, 25 other) across 34
states. The data show:
• Across all injuries, patients received a median of 5 visits, however,
male gymnastics received 19 visits, female gymnastics received 7
visits and male lacrosse received 7 visits.
• Median male gymnastics duration of care was 66 days, female
gymnastics was 16 days and male lacrosse is 16 days.
• The top 5 diagnoses documented were concussion (12.2%), ankle
sprain/strain (10.8%), hip and groin sprain/strain (7.4%), distal
thigh sprain/strain (3.6%), and knee pain (3.2%)
Source: Lam KC, Marshall AN, Valovich McLeod TC, et al. Injury and
Treatment Characteristics of Sport-Specifi c Injuries From 2013-2020: A
Report From the Athletic Training Practice-Based Research Network. J
Athlet Train. 2021;56(6):S-151.

Istockphoto.com #454185165

In an analysis of more than 26,000 injuries across high school and
college sports, the sports with the most injuries were male football
(25.6%), female basketball (8.5%), female soccer (8.1%), male basketball

MIDDLE SCHOOL CONCUSSION RATES
HIGHER THAN HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE

(7.1%), and female volleyball (6.5%). However, even though gymnastics
and lacrosse accounted for fewer injuries, those injuries were typically
associated with a greater number of visits and a longer duration of care.
The abstract for this research was presented at the 2021 NATA Virtual
Clinical Symposia & AT Expo, which was held virtually in June this year
due to COVID-19.
“Although injury incidence and risk are primary factors in assessing medical staffing needs, other clinical practice components, such as
treatment characteristics, may further inform these important patient care
decisions,” said research lead author and professor of clinical research at
A.T. Still University, Kenneth C. Lam, ScD, ATC. “For example, sports
associated with fewer injuries but higher amount and duration of care,
such as in gymnastics or lacrosse, may result in similar or even higher
demand on the clinician than sports with more injuries but lower amount
and duration of care. Our findings suggest that sport-specific treatment
patterns should be considered when determining appropriate medical
staffing needs.”
The research presented injury and treatment characteristics of
sport-specific injuries reported within the Athletic Training Practice-Based
Research Network (AT-PBRN) from 2013 to 2020. A total of 26,162
sport-related injuries and 162,025 services were recorded and evaluated.
The patient records were created by 368 athletic trainers practicing in 317

Istockphoto.com #144324835

New research presented at the National Athletic Trainers’ Associations’
2021 NATA Virtual Clinical Symposia & AT Expo, held virtually this year
due to COVID-19, found that middle school sports have an overall higher
rate of concussion than reported in high school and collegiate settings.
The research also concluded that middle school athletes playing football
had the greatest overall concussion rate, girls suffered concussions twice
as much as boys participating in sex-comparable sports, and overall
concussion rate was higher in competition than practice. Sports with the
Continued on page 18
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experience

highest concussion rates were football, girls’ soccer, and wrestling.
“The higher rates of concussion observed in middle school may
in part be due to the unique and highly variable neuro-biopsychosocial
characteristics of these rapidly developing children,” said Shane V. Caswell, PhD, ATC, research author and lead of the Advancing Healthcare
Initiatives for Underserved Student (ACHIEVES project). “Additionally,
other distinct differences associated with the middle school sport setting
itself, such as, the large variations in player size and skill, coaching, or
the shorter sports seasons providing less time to skill acquisition may
also contribute the higher rates of concussion”
Athletic trainers recorded injury and athlete exposure (AE) data

PREMIUM CUSTOM ORTHOTICS

from public middle schools in Virginia (COVID disruptions were noted).
Concussion rates were calculated for 12 school-sponsored sports (baseball, football, wrestling, boys’ and girls’ basketball, cheerleading, boys’
and girls’ soccer, softball, boys’ and girls’ track, and volleyball). Sex-comparisons were conducted for sports played by boys and girls (eg, soccer,
track and field, basketball and softball/baseball).
The researchers found that the overall concussion rate for
school-sponsored sport participation was 0.60/1000 AE (95% CI, 0.560.64). The concussion rate for football was 1.36/1000 AE (95% CI, 1.051.67); for girls’ soccer the rate was 1.26/1000 AE, (95% CI, 0.77-1.75);
and for wrestling the rate was 1.12/1000AE (95% CI, 0.78-1.46).
The researchers concluded that the findings reinforce the value and
importance of on-site, appropriate medical care within middle school
sport settings.

OTC ORTHOTICS

This research was conducted as part of the Advancing Healthcare
Initiatives for Underserved Students (ACHIEVES) project at George
Mason University. Led by Caswell, this innovative project works to address healthcare disparities by providing Virginia Commonwealth Board
of Medicine Licensed Athletic Trainers (ATs) to increase accessibility to
healthcare for a diverse population of more than 21,000 students in 16
middle school communities.
Source: Hacherl SL, Kelshaw PM, Erdman NK, et al. Concussion Rates
in U.S. Middle School Athletes From the 2015-2016 to 2019-2020 School
Years. J Athlet Train. 2021;56(6):S-21.

MIDDLE SCHOOL WRESTLING INJURY
RATE HIGHER THAN PREVIOUS REPORTS
Another study from the ACHIEVES project reported at the National Athletic Trainers’ Associations’ 2021 NATA Virtual Clinical Symposia & AT

THE RICHIE BRACE

®

Expo described the epidemiology of injuries sustained by middle school
age wrestlers in a large metropolitan school division as limited data about

800.444.3632
www.alliedosilabs.com

wrestling existed at the middle school level. Here the researchers found:
• Middle school wrestlers have a higher overall injury rate than
previously reported among middle school, high school, and
collegiate wrestlers.
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• The “time loss” injury rate was similar in competition and practice.
• The most common “time loss” injuries were strains (23.3%),
contusions (21.8%), general medical conditions (13.5%), and
concussions (7.6%).
This retrospective descriptive epidemiology study was conducted as
part of the Advancing Healthcare Initiatives for Underserved Students
(ACHIEVES) project. Data was examined from competitive wrestling
seasons at nine (2015/16 to 2018/19) and 16 (2019/20) middle schools,
respectively. Overall, 1432 injuries were reported for 38,297 AEs. 83%
of time-loss injuries were mild, 10.9% were moderate, and 6.1% were
severe.
The research team concluded that further research is needed to better
understand practice-related injury risk factors that can inform risk reduction strategies in this actively growing population.
Source: Fleming PR, Hacherl SL, Kelshaw PM, et al. The Epidemiology
of Injuries in Middle School Wrestling Between the 2015-16 and2019-20
School Years. J Athlet Train. 2021;56(6):S-146.

ABOUT NATA
Athletic trainers are health care professionals who specialize in the prevention,
diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation of injuries and sport-related illnesses.
They prevent and treat chronic musculoskeletal injuries from sports, physical
and occupational activity, and provide immediate care for acute injuries. Athletic
trainers offer a continuum of care that is unparalleled in health care. The National
Athletic Trainers' Association represents and supports more than 40,000 members
of the athletic training profession. Visit nata.org for more information.
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Vegans Face Greatest Fracture Risk

Data from the prospective EPIC-Oxford Study show that non-meat eaters, especially vegans, had higher risks of either total or some site-specific
fractures, particularly hip fractures. This is the first prospective study of diet group with both total and multiple specific fracture sites in vegetarians
and vegans, and the findings suggest that bone health in vegans requires further research.

Fig. 1 Risks of total and site-specific fractures by diet group in EPIC-Oxford. Estimates also shown in Table 2 as model 2. All analyses were stratified by sex, method of recruitment
(general practice or postal), and region (7 categories), and adjusted for year of recruitment (per year from ≤ 1994 to ≥ 1999), ethnicity (white, other, unknown), Townsend
deprivation index (quartiles, unknown), education level (no qualifications, basic secondary (e.g. O level), higher secondary (e.g. A level), degree, unknown), physical activity (inactive,
low activity, moderately active, very active, unknown), smoking (never, former, light, heavy, unknown), alcohol consumption (< 1 g, 1–7 g, 8–15 g, 16+ g/day), dietary supplement
use (no, yes, unknown), height (5 cm categories from < 155 to ≥ 185 cm, unknown), body mass index (< 18.5, 18.5–19.9, 20–22.4, 22.5–24.9, 25–27.4, 27.5–29.9, 30–32.4, ≥ 32.5 kg/m2,
unknown), and in women menopausal status (premenopausal, perimenopausal, postmenopausal, unknown), hormone replacement therapy use (never, ever, unknown), and parity
(none, 1–2, ≥ 3, unknown). Other main site fractures are defined as fractures of the clavicle, rib, or vertebra

Source: Tong TYN, Appleby PN, Armstrong MEG, et al. Vegetarian and vegan diets and risks of total and site-specific fractures: results from the prospective EPIC-Oxford study.
BMC Med. 2020 Nov 23;18(1):353. doi: 10.1186/s12916-020-01815-3. Use is per Creative Commons License 4.0. Full text available at https://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/
articles/10.1186/s12916-020-01815-3
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Changes in Product-related Lower Extremity Injuries Treated
at Emergency Departments During the COVID-19 Pandemic
By Mathias B. Forrester, BS

Background: During 2020, emergency department (ED) visits in the United States (US) not related to COVID-19 declined during the COVID-19
pandemic, particularly for certain populations
and certain types of illness or injury. This study
described product-related lower extremity injuries
managed at EDs during 2020 and compared it to
previous years.
Methods: Product-related lower extremity injuries
were identified through the National Electronic
Injury Surveillance System (NEISS), a database of
consumer product-related injuries collected from
the EDs of approximately 100 US hospitals. These
data were used to calculate national injury estimates. The estimated number of injuries during
2020 was compared to the estimated numbers
reported during 2018 and 2019.
Results: An estimated 2,477,446 product-related lower extremity injuries were reported
during 2020, a 20.8% decrease from 2018
(n=3,129,214) and 22.5% decrease from
2019 (n=3,196,826). The estimated number
of patients with lower extremity injuries treated or evaluated and released was 2,160,113
in 2020, a decrease of 24.5% from 2018
(n=2,861,830) and decrease of 25.2% from
2019 (n=2,888,782). The estimated number
of patients with lower extremity injuries treated
and admitted for hospitalization in 2020 was
247,412, an increase of 26.5% from 2018
(n=195,522) and increase of 10.3% from 2019
(n=224,225).
Conclusions: Product-related lower extremity
injuries treated at US EDs declined by more than
20% when compared to 2018 and 2019. While
the estimated number of patients treated or
evaluated and released decreased in 2020, the
estimated number of patients treated and admitted for hospitalization, suggesting more serious or
complicated injuries, increased.

On January 20, 2020, the first laboratory-con-

website (https://www.cpsc.gov/cgibin/NEISS-

firmed case of COVID-19, caused by infection

Query/home.aspx). Operated by the US Con-

with SARS-CoV-2, was reported in the United

sumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), the

States (US). The World Health Organization

NEISS collects data on consumer product-relat-

(WHO) characterized the COVID-19 outbreak

ed injuries from the EDs of approximately 100

as a pandemic on March 11, 2020. The US

hospitals as a probabilistic sample of the more

declared COVID-19 a national emergency on

than 5,000 hospitals with EDs in the US.13,14

1

2

March 13, 2020. To slow the spread of SARS-

Data are publicly available and de-identified;

CoV-2, a number of states enacted stay-at-home

therefore, the study is exempt from institutional

orders and closed or restricted other facilities

review board approval.

3

and businesses.

2,4

Cases were lower extremity injuries

Emergency department (ED) visits not

reported during 2018-2020. The NEISS data-

related to COVID-19 declined in the US during

base has two numeric fields (Body_Part and

the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly for

Body_Part_2) for coding as many as two body

certain populations and certain types of illness

parts that were injured. Only those records with

or injury.5-12 Thus, it might be expected that

body part codes for the lower extremity [Knee;

lower extremity injuries treated at EDs declined

Leg, lower (not including knee or ankle); Ankle;

during the COVID-19 pandemic. The objective

Leg, upper; Foot; Toe] were included in the

of this study was to describe lower extremity

study. According to the NEISS Coding Manual,

injuries treated at EDs in 2020 and compare

the Body_Part_2 field was added in 2018,14

them to previous years.

although it appears the field was not used until

Methods

2019. Thus, 2018 records had only one lower
extremity body part coded while 2019 and 2020

This study used data from the National

records can have as many as two lower extremi-

Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS)

ty body parts coded. This needs to be taken into
Continued on page 24
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consideration when making comparisons between 2018 and 2020.
The variables examined were treatment year and month, patient age
and sex, location of the incident, product involved, patient disposition,
lower extremity body part, and diagnosis. The NEISS database uses
four-digit product codes to code the product(s) involved in an injury. The
list of product codes is available in the NEISS Coding Manual.14 Product
codes are entered into the Product_1, Product_2, and Product_3 numeric
fields in the NEISS database. The NEISS Coding Manual reports that
the Product_3 field was added in 2018,14 but it appears the field was not
used until 2019. Thus, 2018 records may have as many as two product
codes while 2019 and 2020 records may have as many as three product codes. However, only 971 of the 2019 records and 1011 of the 2020
records included in the study had product codes in the Product_3 field,
a small fraction of the records for those years included in the study. The
24 product codes most frequently reported during 2018-2020 combined
were analyzed. The diagnosis is coded in the Diagnosis and Diagnosis_2
numeric fields. As with the Body_Part_2 field, the Diagnosis_2 field was
added in 2018 but not used until 2019.14
The distribution of national injury estimates was determined for the
variables for each year and the percent change in the estimates between
2018 and 2020 and between 2019 and 2020 were calculated. National
injury estimates were calculated by summing the values in the Weight
numeric field in the NEISS database.

Results
The total estimated number of injuries affecting any body part in the
NEISS database in 2020 declined 21.2% from 2018 and 18.3% from
2019. The estimated number of lower extremity injuries in 2020 declined
20.8% from 2018 and 22.5% from 2019 (Table 1). The estimated number
of lower extremity injuries during January and February 2020 was slightly higher than the estimated number of injuries in the corresponding
months during the preceding two years then began to decline in March,
reaching the lowest estimated number in April, and remained lower for
May-December (Figure 1).
Table 1 shows the estimated number of lower extremity injuries by
patient demographics. The estimated number of lower extremity injuries
declined in 2020 for all age groups, with the exception being the 60
years or older age group increasing when compared to 2018. The percent
decrease was greatest for patients age 13-19 years followed by those age
6-12 years. The estimated number of lower extremity injuries declined by
a similar percent for both sexes.
Table 2 presents the estimated number of lower extremity injuries
by location of incident and most commonly reported products involved.
The estimated number of lower extremity injuries declined in 2020 for
all of the most frequently reported locations, the only exception being
street or highway injuries increasing when compared to 2018. The
greatest percent of decline involved injuries occurring at school fol-
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lowed by a place of recreation or sports. The estimated number of lower
extremity injuries declined in 2020 when compared to 2019 for 23 of the
24 most frequently reported products, the exception being an increase in
skateboard injuries. Of the 23 products reporting declines in estimated
injuries, the percent decline was greatest for soccer, football, dancing, and
basketball.
Table 3 shows the distribution of lower extremity injuries by patient
disposition, lower extremity body part, and diagnosis. The estimated
number of injuries among patients treated or examined and released
in 2020 declined by approximately one-quarter when compared to

MAKE AN
IMPACT!

2018 and 2019. In contrast, the estimated number of injuries among
patients treated and admitted for hospitalization in 2020 increased
when compared to the previous two years. Among the most frequently
reported diagnoses, the percent decline in 2020 was greatest for strain or
sprain, contusion or abrasion, and puncture, and lowest for fracture. The
estimated number of laceration injuries in 2020 was similar to that in the
previous two years.

Join the MedFit movement!
What is the MedFit Network (MFN)?

Discussion
The estimated number of lower extremity injuries treated at EDs declined
in 2020 by 20.8% when compared to 2018 and by 22.5% when compared to 2019, percents comparable to that observed for all product-related injuries. A number of studies have reported that ED visits not related
to COVID-19 decreased in the US during the COVID-19 pandemic.5-12
The decrease in the estimated number of lower extremity injuries
treated at EDs started in March 2020 and reached the lowest estimated
number of injuries in April 2020. While the estimated number of injuries
increased in May 2020, it still remained lower for the rest of 2020
than for the corresponding months in 2018 and 2019. The COVID-19
pandemic and US national emergency were both declared in March
2020, and states began to enact stay-at-home orders and close or restrict
schools, businesses, and other facilities that month.2-4 In subsequent
months, stay-at-home orders and closures and restrictions were lifted
or modified, although this varied from state to state.2,4 The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has reported that US ED visits
initially declined during March-April 2020, then increased through July
2020, but at lower levels than 2019, then declined again during December 2020-January 2021.5
There are various possible reasons for the decrease in lower extremity injuries treated at EDs during 2020. Fewer people may have been
engaging in activities that might lead to injuries that would result in ED
visits. Potentially serious injuries that may require treatment at EDs may
have occurred, but the persons failed to seek care at an ED. Persons with
less serious, nonemergency injuries may have decided to avoid EDs. Persons with injuries may have used alternatives to the ED such as visiting

MFN is a professional membership organization
for medical (including orthopedics and physical
therapy), allied health and fitness professionals,
helping them elevate their career, recognition
and profitability.
The MFN also maintains a national directory of
its members; this directory is available to the
community for free, to search for professionals in
their area who can help improve or preserve their
quality of life.
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• Weekly live webinars with leading educators
in the field ($500 value).
• Access to MedFit TV, offering recorded webinars
and conference videos ($120 value).
• Exclusive member discounts on education,
products & services.
• Free subscription to MedFit Professional
Magazine.
• Networking with peers and industry experts.
• Marketing opportunities for yourself and
your business.

Get Started with a 60-Day
All-Access Free Trial Membership

MedFitNetwork.org/LER

their primary care physician or using telemedicine.
While the estimated number of lower extremity injuries generally
declined in 2020 among all age groups, the percent decline was greatContinued on page 27
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Table 1. Estimated number of lower extremity injuries treated at emergency departments, National Electronic Injury
Surveillance System, 2018-2020, by patient demographics.
Variable

2018 Estimate

2019 Estimate

2020 Estimate

% change 2018 to 2020

% change 2019 to 2020

All injuries of any type

13,959,174

13,464,372

10,994,077

-21.2

-18.3

All lower extremity injuries

3,129,214

3,196,826

2,477,446

-20.8

-22.5

143,685

140,887

120,966

-15.8

-14.1

6-12

369,336

366,208

236,055

-36.1

-35.5

13-19

538,257

523,698

321,821

-40.2

-38.5
-20.8

Patient age (years)*
0-5

20-29

428,904

419,486

332,163

-22.6

30-39

368,554

363,943

301,032

-18.3

-17.3

40-49

314,170

299,498

258,363

-17.8

-13.7

50-59

339,748

340,868

274,915

-19.1

-19.3

60+

626,556

742,172

632,105

0.9

-14.8

Male

1,485,285

1,520,873

1,178,376

-20.7

-22.5

Female

1,643,924

1,675,918

1,299,070

-21.0

-22.5

Sex*

Estimate. = Weighted estimate (sum of the Weight numeric field in the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System database). The numbers in the Weight field are not whole numbers but
include decimals. As a result of rounding to whole numbers when performing analyses, the sum of the estimates for a given variable might not equal the total. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission considers an estimate unstable and potentially unreliable when the estimate is <1,200.
*Unknown age and sex excluded.
est for patients age 13-19 years followed by

may partly be due to differences in where the

hospitalization may be less able to manage their

those age 6-12 years. These age groups include

activity typically is performed and the number

injuries outside of EDs.

children of school age. Because of the closure or

of participants typically involved. Many sports

other restrictions of schools, many children of

and other athletic activities, such as dancing,

greatest for strain or sprain, contusion or abra-

these ages may have been unable to engage in

require specific locations, such as sports fields

sion, and puncture, it was lowest for fracture;

activities at school that might have led to lower

or courts or studios, and often involve multiple

moreover, the estimated number of laceration

extremity injuries.

people in close proximity to one another. The

injuries in 2020 was similar to that in 2018

closure or restriction of such facilities and the

and 2019. Strains or sprains, contusions or

amined, the greatest percent of decline involved

recommendation or requirement for social dis-

injuries occurring at school followed by a place

tancing made the participation in many sports

abrasions, and punctures may be considered

of recreation or sports. Stay-at-home orders and

more difficult during the COVID-19 pandemic.

the closure or restriction of schools, businesses,

Skateboard injuries possibly increased because

and other facilities, including parks and fitness

skateboarding does not require dedicated facil-

centers, is a likely explanation for this reduc-

ities and can be performed alone and outdoors.

tion. Because of the stay-at-home orders, an

Many of the other most frequently reported

increase in injuries that occurred at home might

products that involved more moderate declines

be expected. However, the estimated number of

in lower extremity injuries may be found or

lower extremity injuries that occurred at home

used at home.

When the location of the incident was ex-

declined by approximately 16% in 2020.

The estimated number of injuries among

The estimated number of almost all of

patients treated or examined and released in

the most commonly reported products in lower

2020 declined by approximately 25% when

extremity injuries decreased in 2020 when

compared to 2018 and 2019. In contrast, the

compared to 2019, the only exception being

estimated number of injuries among patients

an increase in skateboard injuries. The percent

treated and admitted for hospitalization in 2020

decrease in injuries was greatest for soccer,

increased when compared to 2018 and 2019.

football, dancing, and basketball. The differenc-

Injuries requiring hospitalization might be more

es in the amount of injury decrease in 2020 by

serious or complicated than those where the pa-

product, and the increase in skateboard injuries,

tient is released from the ED. Patients requiring

While the percent decline in 2020 was

less serious injuries and may be more likely to
be successfully treated at home or otherwise
outside of a hospital. In contrast, fractures and
lacerations may be considered more serious and
require management at an ED.
This study has limitations. Inclusion of a
case was based on coding of a lower extremity
body part in the Body_Part and Body_Part_2
fields. As stated previously, the Body_Part_2
field was not used in 2018, limiting the ability
to make comparisons between 2018 and 2020.
Similar changes in coding fields affect the analyses of product and diagnosis.
In conclusion, the estimated number of
product-related lower extremity injuries treated
at US EDs declined approximately 20% in
2020, during the COVID-19 pandemic, when
compared to 2018 and 2019. The change in the
Continued on page 29
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Table 2. Estimated number of lower extremity injuries treated at emergency departments, National Electronic Injury
Surveillance System, 2018-2020, by location of incident and most common product.
Variable

% change 2018
to 2020

% change 2019
to 2020

2018 Estimate

2019 Estimate

2020 Estimate

1,323,702

1,307,816

1,100,132

-16.9

-15.9

484,318

495,052

270,134

-44.2

-45.4

Location of incident
Home (including manufactured/ mobile home)
Place of recreation or sports
Other public property

224,760

247,482

171,272

-23.8

-30.8

School

153,461

146,507

51,254

-66.6

-65.0

Street or highway

77,502

86,913

84,510

9.0

-2.8

Farm or ranch

1,417

959

1,609

13.6

67.7

Industrial place

264

253

330

24.8

30.1

863,791

911,844

798,204

-7.6

-12.5

1842 – Stairs or steps

459,037

458,464

353,710

-22.9

-22.8

1807 – Floors or flooring materials

276,309

327,286

279,619

1.2

-14.6
-45.8

Not recorded
24 most commonly reported products (product code and description)*

1205 – Basketball, activity and related equipment

186,151

174,543

94,552

-49.2

4076 – Beds or bedframes, other or not specified

124,708

142,637

124,672

0.0

-12.6

1615 – Footwear

145,462

134,995

106,690

-26.7

-21.0

3299 – Exercise (activity or apparel, without equipment)

121,727

116,996

94,232

-22.6

-19.5

5040 – Bicycles and accessories (excluding mountain or all-terrain)

94,539

113,188

104,715

10.8

-7.5

1267 – Soccer (activity, apparel, or equipment)

83,995

86,087

37,494

-55.4

-56.4

1211 – Foot ball (activity, apparel, or equipment)

81,431

79,782

36,751

-54.9

-53.9

4074 – Chairs, other or not specified

64,193

70,460

56,089

-12.6

-20.4

1819 – Nails, screws, carpet tacks, or thumbtacks

72,802

62,377

49,055

-32.6

-21.4

1233 – Trampolines

56,023

59,322

46,833

-16.4

-21.1

611 – Bathtubs or showers

50,578

60,656

48,988

-3.1

-19.2

1817 – Porches, balconies, open-side floors, or floor openings

48,366

50,394

42,006

-13.1

-16.6

4057 – Tables (excluding baby changing tables, billiard or pool tables)

47,292

48,998

40,529

-14.3

-17.3

4078 – Ladders, other or not specified

39,685

43,901

41,511

4.6

-5.4

1893 – Doors, other or not specified

41,568

46,112

35,290

-15.1

-23.5

1884 – Ceilings and walls (interior part of completed structure)

38,903

43,289

34,126

-12.3

-21.2

0679 – Sofas, couches, davenports, divans, or studio couches

38,775

35,330

30,854

-20.4

-12.7

0676 – Rugs or carpets, not specified

29,980

39,658

31,290

4.4

-21.1

1645 – Day wear

30,222

35,154

25,935

-14.2

-26.2

1333 – Skateboards

24,058

29,800

33,605

39.7

12.8

3278 – Dancing (activity, apparel, or equipment)

32,065

33,186

16,528

-48.5

-50.2

1871 – Fences or fence posts

27,052

28,292

24,245

-10.4

-14.3

Estimate = Weighted estimate (sum of the Weight numeric field in the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System database). The numbers in the Weight field are not whole numbers but
include decimals. As a result of rounding to whole numbers when performing analyses, the sum of the estimates for a given variable might not equal the total. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission considers an estimate unstable and potentially unreliable when the estimate is <1,200.
*Most commonly reported products based on estimated number of injuries for 2018-2020 combined.
estimated number of injuries in 2020 varied by

various university and government programs for

such factors as patient age, location of incident,

33 years.

product involved, patient disposition, and
diagnosis.
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Table 3. Estimated number of lower extremity injuries treated at emergency departments, National Electronic Injury
Surveillance System, 2018-2020, by patient disposition, body part, and diagnosis.
2018 Estimate

2019 Estimate

2020 Estimate

% change 2018
to 2020

% change 2019
to 2020

2,861,830

2,888,782

2,160,113

-24.5

-25.2

Treated and admitted for hospitalization (within same facility)

195,522

224,225

247,412

26.5

10.3

Treated and transferred to another hospital

25,345

31,444

29,932

18.1

-4.8

Held for observation (includes admitted for observation)

13,891

20,349

15,584

12.2

-23.4

Left without being seen/Left against medical advice

32,576

31,794

24,000

-26.3

-24.5

Fatality

34

232

405

1,087.2

74.6

Not recorded

17

0

0

-100.0

-

Knee

768,773

878,763

647,384

-15.8

-26.3

Ankle

761,939

779,922

574,490

-24.6

-26.3

Foot

621,578

636,538

490,391

-21.1

-23.0

Lower leg (not including knee or ankle)

495,727

568,539

481,452

-2.9

-15.3

Toe

292,803

279,414

219,781

-24.9

-21.3

Upper leg

188,394

212,149

200,994

6.7

-5.3

Strain or sprain

896,562

853,394

565,441

-36.9

-33.7

Fracture

566,328

573,589

531,290

-6.2

-7.4

Contusions or abrasions

487,841

587,135

427,737

-12.3

-27.1

Laceration

292,079

295,182

294,164

0.7

-0.3

Puncture

81,973

75,400

62,547

-23.7

-17.0

Dislocation

39,102

50,504

40,319

3.1

-20.2

Avulsion

33,698

43,831

32,376

-3.9

-26.1

Foreign body

30,365

34,625

32,510

7.1

-6.1

Hematoma

28,044

38,178

28,433

1.4

-25.5

Variable
Patient Disposition
Treated and released, or examined and released without treatment

Body Part

Diagnosis

Burns, scald (from hot liquids or steam)

25,081

27,525

25,817

2.9

-6.2

Burns, thermal (from flames or hot surface)

18,892

20,545

18,611

-1.5

-9.4

Dermatitis or conjunctivitis

11,736

13,936

10,585

-9.8

-24.0

Crushing

7,700

9,304

6,877

-10.7

-26.1

Hemorrhage

2,564

3,763

3,875

51.1

3.0

Burns, chemical (caustics, etc.)

2,550

2,233

2,120

-16.9

-5.1

Nerve damage

1,769

2,537

2,315

30.9

-8.7

Amputation

1,166

1,648

1,554

33.3

-5.7

Burns, not specified

985

1,279

565

-42.6

-55.8

 urns, radiation (includes all cell damage by ultraviolet, x-rays, microB
waves, laser beam, radioactive materials, etc.)

839

1,062

811

-3.3

-23.6

Burns, electrical

357

129

487

36.4

278.0

Other/Not stated

599,583

763,387

540,376

-9.9

-29.2

Estimate = Weighted estimate (sum of the Weight numeric field in the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System database). The numbers in the Weight field are not whole numbers but
include decimals. As a result of rounding to whole numbers when performing analyses, the sum of the estimates for a given variable might not equal the total. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission considers an estimate unstable and potentially unreliable when the estimate is <1,200.
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Lower Extremity Compression Garments
Use by Athletes: Why, HowOften, and
Perceived Benefit
By Thierry P. C. Franke, Frank J. G.

variables, such as ground contact time, step

perspective on the application of CGs and the

Backx, and Bionka M. A. Huisstede

frequency, step length and swing time, and

scientific literature as it is unclear why CGs

the psychological variable perceived exertion.

are used to prevent or treat sports injuries.

Whereas the meta-analysis by Da Silva et al

Moreover, little is reported about the type of

[2018] found no effect of lower leg CGs on

athletes that use CGs, for which purposes

high-intensity exercise performance, defined

they use CGs, and whether they perceive any

as time difference in a maximum running

effects from using CGs. This information

test across specific distances (50–400 m,

can give direction to future (epidemiologic)

800–3000 m, or > 5000 m), compared

research on this topic. Furthermore, it could

to no CGs or placebo garments. Regarding

inform clinicians and researchers on the

post-exercise recovery, two meta-analyses

expectations of athletes using CGs. More-

showed that using CGs decreases post-ex-

over, if athletes report using CGs for sports

ercise leg soreness and delays the onset of

injury prevention or to reduce symptoms of a

muscle fatigue and exercise-induced muscle

current sports injury, it would be of interest

damage, respectively. These effects were

to know for which type of injury. Therefore,

attributed to an enhanced venous blood flow

the aim of this study was to investigate

and lymphatic outflow.

which athletes use CGs, why athletes use

The popularity of lower extremity compression garments (CGs) amongst athletes continues to increase. Initially CGs were mainly
prescribed to patients with chronic venous
disorder. Using graduated lower extremity
CGs with a degrading pressure from distal
to proximal parts of this extremity increases
venous flow velocity, reduces venous wall
distension, improves valvular function, and
stimulates lymphatic outflow. Consequently,
using graduated CGs diminishes venous
hypertension and symptoms of the swollen
extremity and improves venous hemodynamics of the affected extremity. Ultimately, the
degrading pressure helps the venous blood to
return to the heart. Since Berry and McMur-

Unfortunately, the aforementioned me-

CGs, when CGs are worn by athletes, and,

ta-analyses have included studies of different

in case of an injury or injury prevention, for

types of CGs with varying pressure gradients,

which injuries CGs are used. Moreover, we

and different populations, which could have

investigated the perceived effects of the use of

on sports performance and post-exercise

introduced bias into their analyses. Thus, the

CGs by the athletes on primary and second-

recovery keeps emerging and the popularity

literature remains inconclusive on the physio-

ary injury prevention, symptoms from current

of CGs keeps growing among athletes.

logical effects of CGs. Nonetheless, in clinical

sports injuries, post-exercise recovery, and

practice sports medicine physicians, physio-

sports performance. Additionally, we studied

ed the effects of CGs on sports performance

therapists, and manufacturers suggest that

the association between the characteristics of

and post-exercise recovery. Engel et al [2016]

CGs can be used to prevent sports injuries

the athletes, the use of CGs, and the odds of

found in their meta-analysis that using com-

or to reduce symptoms of a current sports

a current lower leg sports injury.

pression clothing, defined as knee-high socks,

injury. However, in scientific literature no

sleeves, or shorts, slightly improves running

information can be found on the effect of CGs

Method

economy. …Use of compression sleeves or

on the prevention of (recurrent) sports inju-

This cross-sectional study involved 512 ath-

stockings slightly improves biomechanical

ries. Thus, there is a gap between the clinical

letes who used lower extremity CGs. [They

ray [1987] originally investigated the effects
of CGs for athletes, research on their effects

Multiple meta-analyses have investigat-

This is an extended excerpt of an article with the same title that originally appeared in the journal BMC Sports Science, Medicine and Rehabilitation.
2021;13:31. Doi:10.1186/s13102-020-00230-8. Use is per the Creative Commons License CC BY 4.0. Some summarization and editing have occurred,
figures have been renumbered, and references have been removed for brevity. Find the original article at https://bmcsportsscimedrehabil.biomedcentral.
com/articles/10.1186/s13102-020-00230-8#citeas
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Figure 1

were recruited from a single manufacturer’s

Running was the most frequently reported

primary sport (Figure 1). However, athletes

database {Herzog Medical B.V. Woudenberg,

primary sport (84.7%, n=382) for endurance

only “sometimes” (35–1% of the time) or

the Netherlands}.] Athletes completed a

athletes and obstacle course racing (24.6%,

“never” (0% of the time) used their CGs

questionnaire on the type of CGs they used,

n=15) for non-endurance athletes. PRO

directly after or the day after training (64.1%,

and when and why they used them. They

sport compression socks were most frequent-

n=214) or competition participation (54.6%,

also reported their sports participation, past

ly used by all athletes (59.2%, n=303),

n=155) for their primary sport.

and current sports injuries, and the perceived

followed by PRO sports compression tubes

benefits of using CGs. [Full methodology is

(27.0%, n=138).

available at the URL in the Editor’s Note.]

Results
Sample characteristics: which athletes use
CGs
In total, 602 of 714 invited participants
provided informed consent. Of these, 512
athletes completed the personal characteristics section of the questionnaire, met the
inclusion criteria, and were included in this
study. Fully completed questionnaires were
returned by 490 (95.7%) of these athletes.

Perceived effect of CGs reported by the
athletes

Why athletes use CGs

Figure 2 shows the perceived benefit of the

The most frequently reported primary reason

CGs reported by the athletes for the reasons

of all athletes for using a CG was secondary

for which they indicated to use their CGs, i.e.

sports injury prevention (48.6%, n=243)

primary injury prevention, secondary injury

(Table 2). The second most common primary

prevention, post-exercise recovery, sports

reason to use a CG was to reduce symptoms

performance improvement, and symptoms of

of a current sports injury (14.8%, n=74). The

a current sports injury. Among the endur-

most reported secondary reason for using a

ance and non-endurance athletes, 77.1%

CG was to facilitate post-exercise recovery

(n=236) and 88.2% (n=30) perceived that

(43.0%, n=215).

using a CG “partially” or “strongly” contributed to secondary injury prevention, respec-

When athletes use CGs

tively. Further, 84.9% (n=203) and 81.8%

The majority of athletes “always” (100–96%

(n=27) perceived that they recovered faster

categorized into endurance (88.1%, n=451

of the time) or “often” (95–75% of the time)

after exercise when using CGs, respectively.

[median age, 41 yrs]) and non-endurance

used a CG during training (56.8%, n= 279)

athletes (11.9%, n=61 [median age, 34 yrs]).

and competitions (72.9%, n=264) for their

The 512 included athletes were

Sports injuries
Continued on page 34
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Continued from page 33

Past sports injuries
Of the endurance and non-endurance athletes,
84.9% (n=372) and 84.2% (n=48) reported a sports injury in the past, respectively.
Endurance athletes more often reported sports
injuries with a gradual onset than non-endurance athletes (p=0.046). The most common
injury locations reported by endurance athletes
were the lower leg (64.8%, n=241) and knee
(16.4%, n=61). For non-endurance athletes the
most common injury locations were the lower
leg (60.4%, n=29) and ankle (16.7%, n=8). Of
all athletes who reported a sports injury in the
past, 72.8% (n=306) used a CG for this injury.
Current sports injuries
In total, 20.2% (n=101) of all athletes reported having a current sports injury. The
Figure 2

point prevalence of current sports injuries for
endurance and non-endurance athletes was
20.3 and 19.7%, respectively. The sports injury
incidence rate during the past three months
was 2.0 (95% CI 0.7–3.3) and 0.9 (95% CI −
1.5- 3.2) per 1000 training hours for endurance
and non-endurance athletes, respectively. Most
current sports injuries had a gradual onset.
Lower leg (62.9%, n=56), ankle (10.1%, n=9),

Discussion
The aim of this study was to describe which
athletes use CGs, why athletes use CGs, and
when athletes use CGs. …Almost half of the
endurance athletes and more than half of the
non-endurance athletes indicated that the most

mainly used during training and competitions
and to a lesser extent directly after or the day
after a competition.
The best facilitator for athletes to start with
(secondary) injury prevention was sustaining
an injury. Athletes seem to get motivated to
start using preventive measures after they

and foot/toe (10.1%, n=9) injuries were the

important primary reason to wear the CGs is

most common in endurance athletes, and lower

secondary injury prevention. About 15% and

showed that athletes see CGs as a preventive

leg 66.7% (n=8) and ankle 16.7% (n=2) inju-

17% of the endurance and non-endurance ath-

measure to reduce injuries. Hypothetically,

ries in non-endurance athletes. Of all athletes

letes respectively reported that the second most

wearing CGs might prevent (recurring) sports

reporting a current sports injury, 71.3% (n=72)

reported primary reason was reducing symp-

injuries. Wearing CGs reduces the oscillation of

used a CG for this injury.

toms of a current sport injury. These CGs were

the calf muscles, specifically the medial-lateral
movement and anterior-posterior movement

Factors associated with a current sports injury
in runners using CGs
PRO sports compression socks or tubes were
used by 326 runners. These runners were
included in the logistic regression analyses in
order to explore the associations between the
prevalence of a current lower leg sports injury
and the characteristics of these runners. Multivariate regression analysis showed that “always”
using a CG during competition participation
and training (OR 0.32, 95% CI 0.13–0.79), and
an average running distance of ≥ 23 km (OR
0.72, 95% CI 0.53–0.99) were significantly
associated with a lower prevalence of current
lower leg sports injuries.

have suffered from a sports injury. Our study

of the calf muscles during running by ~ 13%

Wearing CGs reduces
the oscillation of the calf
muscles, specifically the
medial-lateral movement
and anterior-posterior
movement of the calf
muscles during running
by ~ 13% and ~ 20%
respectively.

and ~ 20% respectively. This reduced muscle
oscillation also occurs when wearing compression shorts during a jumping movement. The
main muscles of the calf, the gastrocnemius and
soleus muscles, store energy during the beginning of the stance phase and later in the stance
phase which contribute to forward propulsion
and support during running. Consequently,
this reduced oscillation of these muscles during
repeated movement such as running might
lead to less fatigue and could enable the plantar
flexors to better attenuate the impact of the
foot on the ground during early stance phase
Continued on page 36
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or provide greater forward propulsion later in the stance phase. The
impact of the foot on the ground can be measured using the loading rate,
which is a vertical ground reaction force parameter. A higher loading rate
is associated with, for example, a higher risk of a tibial stress fracture.
Therefore, wearing CGs could aid in attenuating the impact from foot to
the ground at each heel strike by reducing the oscillation of the plantar
flexor muscles during running in order to reduce the risk of a (recurring)
sports injury. This hypothesized mechanism by which wearing CGs
could attenuate the impact of the foot to the ground might explain why
endurance athletes, especially runners, use CGs. However, due to the
cross-sectional nature of our study we could not study causal associations. Therefore, it remains to be studied if using CGs reduces the risk of
a (recurring) injury.
The most mentioned secondary reason for all athletes (47%,
n=215) – after primary and secondary injury preventions as most
reported primary reasons - to use CGs was stimulating post-exercise
recovery. Multiple systematic reviews have investigated the effects of
CGs on post-exercise recovery. The meta-analysis from Hill et al [2014],
which included 12 studies, concluded that using CGs both during and
after sports participation reduced the severity of delayed-onset muscle
soreness. Additionally, in the meta-analysis from Engel et al it is reported
that using compression clothing, defined in this study as knee-high socks,
sleeves, shorts, or tights, decreased leg soreness and delayed the onset
of muscle fatigue. Furthermore, levels of creatine kinase (CK), a marker
of muscle damage, and lactate, a product of anaerobic glycolysis, were
found to be lower in CG users than in CG non-users. Other studies
reported similar findings. These findings might be explained by increased
venous flow velocity and lymphatic outflow due to CG use. An increased
venous flow velocity and lymphatic outflow might aid in the clearance of
CK and lactate. Alternatively, the lower levels of CK and lactate could be
a consequence of the pressure exerted by the CGs on the tissue reducing
the diffusion of molecules from muscle cells into the intercellular plasma
and thus into the venous blood flow. Moreover, irrespective of the precise
mechanism, these physiological effects might explain the perceived
benefits on pos-texercise recovery reported in our study. As stated above,
within our study the athletes who used their CG for post-exercise recovery mostly used them during sports participation rather than directly
after (Fig. 2). Considering the results from the above-mentioned studies
it might be advisable for athletes who use CGs for sports recovery to use
their CGs both during and after sports participation.
This study also reports on the perceived benefits of CGs. Of the
athletes who aimed to use CGs for secondary injury prevention (80.5%),
almost 90% reported that they perceived that using CGs strongly or
partly contributed to this purpose. The athletes who aimed to use CGs for
recovery, over 80% perceived faster recovery. Over 70% of those indicating that they use CGs for improvement of sports performance, actually
perceived sports performance improvement.
Regarding the sports injuries reported within our study, the
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point-prevalence of current sports injuries was 20.3% and 19.7% among
the endurance and non-endurance athletes, respectively. Most injuries
had a gradual onset (65.3%, n=66) and were located in the lower leg
(63.4%, n=64). Lower leg injuries had a point prevalence of 12.8%,
which is similar to the prevalence reported in the scientific literature. …In

The Direction
for Success!

our study CGs were mostly used for secondary injury prevention of lower
leg injuries by injured athletes. Further, in the subgroup of 326 runners
who used either the PRO sport compression sock or tube, using multivariate logistic regression analysis, we found that athletes who always wear
their CGs during training and competition were significantly associated
with a lower prevalence of a current lower leg running-related injuries.
Future research is needed to study the causal relation between the use of
CGs and lower leg injury incidence.

Limitations
Some limitations of this study should be addressed. Our study could potentially have overestimated the perceived benefits of CGs because a large
proportion of the participants had used a CG for several years or because
the CGs were from a single manufacturer. … The cross-sectional nature
of the study means that it was only possible to investigate associations
between the prevalence of lower leg sports injuries and the characteristics of the runners, CG usage, and average training kilometers per week.
It was not possible to establish whether CG use is causally related to a
lower prevalence of lower leg sports injuries.

Conclusion
• CGs were mostly used by endurance athletes, of which more than
80% were runners.
• Over 80% of all athletes aimed to prevent re-injury by using CGs;
for almost 50% of these athletes, secondary sports injury prevention
is the most important/primary reason for wearing CGs.
• Other primary reasons indicated for the use of CGs were reducing
symptoms of a current sports injury (14.5%), post-exercise recovery
(14.3%), primary prevention (13.6%), and sports performance
improvement (8.8%).
• Almost 90% of those aimed to reduce recurrent injuries reported
perceived effects of the use of CGs with regard to this goal/purpose.
• Of those indicating that they use CGs for recovery after sports or
improvement of sports performance, over 80% perceived faster
recovery and over 70% perceived sports performance improvement,
respectively.
• Compression garments are used more during than after sports
participation.
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WOUND CARE UPDATE

New Uses for Adipose Grafts in Podiatry
and Wound Care
By Windy Cole, DPM, CWSP
Diabetic foot ulcers and the resultant skin defects
caused by delayed wound healing are a common
and costly challenge for healthcare providers.
Recent advances in tissue engineering have
given rise to new promising treatment options
to help with wound repair and tissue augmentation. Newly available adipose tissue grafts can

Figure 2. The AAM is injected subcutaneously around
the peri-wound tissues in an outpatient clinic under local
anesthesia.

help clinicians solve troublesome issues such as
skin breakdown and impaired wound healing
in patients with and without diabetes.1 Autologous fat grafting and dermal fillers have been
successfully used for many years in plastics and
reconstructive medicine, but more recently the
use of adipose tissue grafts has been gaining
favor in podiatric surgery and wound care.1 New
studies are emerging that show promising results
using these fat grafts as an adjunctive therapy
in cases of wound healing, pre-ulcerative callus,
post-traumatic injuries, internal offloading of

Figure 1. The ulcer at baseline.

Figure 3. Complete epithelialization of the DFU area is
noted at week 3 post-treatment.

pressure points, and as a way of augmenting
tissue integrity in diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) in
remission.
The mechanism of action of autologous

Historically, there have been challenges to
using autologous fat grafts. Inconsistent graft re-

incorporated into clinics and operating rooms.

tention, donor site morbidity, insufficient harvest

Case Example

and excessive harvesting times were some of the

This is a 56-year-old male with a history of

biggest hurdles to using autologous fat grafts.

non-healing neuropathic DFU under the 1st

These drawbacks have led to the development of

metatarsal head of the right foot. The ulcer has

commercially available adipose-derived ma-

been present for more than 4 months and many

trices that are formulated from human cadav-

wound care therapies have failed to progress the

differentiate into various cell lines and accel-

eric tissue donors and processed for allograft

wound to closure. Figure 1 shows the ulcer at

erate multiple tissue regeneration processes.1

transplantation. As an off-the-shelf alternative

baseline. The wound measures 2.7cm x 0.6cm

It has also been hypothesized that ADSCs can

to autologous fat grafts, these allograft adipose

and probes to subcutaneous tissue. No clinical

aid in the reduction of inflammation, growth

matrices (AAMs) are engineered to act similarly

signs of acute bacterial infection are noted and

factor secretion, and increase angiogenesis, thus

without the need for harvest, thus decreasing the

the patient’s Ankle-Brachial Index (ABI) was

promoting healing and re-epithelialization in

associated morbidity and complications. Preclin-

1.04. Patient has been compliant with treatment

wounded tissues.1 Animal studies have shown

ical research has proven that the AAM retains

and offloading. His current A1C is 7%. It was

that subcutaneous implantation of adipose tissue

the critical structural proteins as well as the

determined that injectable AAM was a viable

grafts serve as an inductive scaffold to sustain

growth factors needed to support adipose tissue

treatment option to help augment the tissues

adipogenesis to increase soft-tissue volume and

formation and wound healing. These AAMs are

in this area and accelerate wound closure. The

decrease areas of pressure.

stored at ambient temperature so they are easily

AAM was injected subcutaneously around the

fat grafts has been studied extensively. Within
adipose tissue there is a bounty of adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs).1 Research has shown
that these ADSCs can contribute to better
outcomes and improved wound healing.1 ADSCs
are pluripotent stem cells that have the ability to

1

2

2

2

Continued on page 40
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Continued from page 39

peri-wound tissues in my outpatient clinic with

in my clinic to help augment subcutaneous

tensions. The good news is that there is a lot of

the use of local anesthesia (Figure 2). The

tissues in areas of previous ulceration and skin

opportunity for research among our profession to

patient was then placed into a padded secondary

adhesions to help reverse volume loss.3 AAMs

add to the knowledge of how fat grafting can help

bandage and an Ortho-Glass (Essity Medical

also have potential utility in cases of traumatic

our at-risk patient population.

Solutions [formerly Bsn Medical Inc.], Stock-

injuries where there is the need for reconstructive

holm, Sweden) posterior splint was applied for

surgery.
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To Scan or Not to Scan? A Clinical and
Business Decision
By Terrell S. Tate, BOCP,CO

quality of my scan on the screen to ensure that I

Entering the digital world of orthotics and pros-

have a good image without distortion. The iPad

thetics begins with a decision on how to scan a
patient. So we should first consider the scanning
equipment. There are many choices for different
applications in the world of digital scanning outside of orthotics and prosthetics. The automotive
industry and the movie industry, for example,

screen makes this very easy.
The Comb Scanner uses the True Depth
technology in the iPhone front facing camera
(model XR and higher). So scanning with the
front facing camera is like taking a selfie. I transitioned to this scanner about a year ago and I

use scanning equipment that has great precision

had a learning curve because I honestly do not

for replicating a model. But scanning a detailed

take a lot of selfies. But with a little practice, I

model of a city street that will be enlarged on

am able to scan the lower limb without needing

a movie screen and scanning an interior door

to move into awkward positions on the floor

panel are quite different.

because the minimum distance for the Comb

In my experience, the same concept applies

Scanner is 6 inches. I have found this to be very

in orthotics and prosthetics. For example, the

beneficial when scanning a patient in a doctor’s

accuracy that is necessary for capturing the

office or a patient’s living room.

shape of the head in order to reliably produce

Some practices that have transitioned fully

a cranial molding helmet is different from the

to the digital platform have a dedicated room

accuracy required to capture the shape of a torso

or space specifically for scanning. Historically,

for a scoliosis TLSO. Some prosthetists would

we have utilized a dedicated space for taking

argue that greater precision is necessary for

impressions because this was a messy process.

scanning a transtibial limb. And I would use the

Perhaps now we should take the same approach

same criteria to evaluate the need for accuracy.

but make the space usable for the scanning

Do you tend to mostly scan directly to the skin

process. In other words, should we set up a

because you have patients with challenging

room with an elevated platform that allows the

anatomical shapes, or are your patients always

clinician to have more space between the limb

scanned over a 6mm gel liner?

and the floor? Perhaps a minor modification

After making this decision, we can consider
how to capture the shape. Each scanning device
has a minimum distance from the object being

to your current casting room would be a great
solution.
Another obvious consideration is how

iStockphoto.com #1305607125

In my experience these and other questions should be considered and evaluated when
making a decision to utilize digital scanning.
However, I would argue that digital scanning
produces repeatable, reliable shape capture that
is superior in general to our traditional methods
of impression taking for shape capture. So, the
real question is not, should I scan, but how
should I scan?
Terrell S. Tate, BOCP,CO, is founder and chief

scanned. The recommended minimum distance

many scanners will be necessary within the

executive officer of MPower Health in Memphis,

for Structure Sensor (Mark II) is 11.8 inches. In

practice? There is no simple answer, but

TN. Terry has been a prosthetist for more than 15

my experience using this product, this was nev-

evaluation of your current workflow and

years and an orthotist for more than 25. He’ll be

er an issue when scanning a torso–but could be

creative thinking is always the best answer.

using this space on a regular basis to discuss all

challenging when scanning a transtibial limb. I

With multiple clinicians moving in multiple

things technology related to the lower extremity.

got very comfortable maneuvering into awkward

directions, perhaps one scanner could be used

Reach him on LinkedIn for more about digital

positions, sometimes on my back, to capture the

for clinicians outside of the main office and one

O&P technology.

limb with an amputee seated. Structure Sensor

scanner would remain as the dedicated in-office

connects to the iPad and uses both cameras,

device. Another consideration could utilize the

so holding the iPad while I am doing the scan

technician for scanning all of the impressions

is very natural. I always carefully evaluate the

taken from multiple clinicians.
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Effects of Offloading Devices on Static and
Dynamic Balance in Patients with Diabetic
Peripheral Neuropathy: A Systematic Review
By Koen Andre Horstink, Lucas
Henricus Vincentius van derWoude, and
Juha Markus Hijmans
Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a major problem
worldwide, especially among elderly. Diabetic
patients are prone to develop neuropathy at
their feet and ankles. The incidence of diabetic
peripheral neuropathy (DPN) among newly
diagnosed diabetic patients is approximately
30%. This increases to approximately 50% in
patients diagnosed with DM for more than 20
years. DPN is characterized by functional loss of
cutaneous receptors and proprioceptive sensation, also referred to as somatosensory loss. Loss
of somatosensory information indicates reduced
perception, which starts most often in feet and
lower legs of DM patients, and subsequently,

iStockphoto.com #1208013338

may lead to foot ulcers. High plantar foot pressure and shear stress in combination with high

adults. Other studies in healthy people found

surface support. Offloading devices have differ-

similar balance reductions as patients with

ent sole characteristics than regular footwear

DPN, eg, when the feet of healthy people were

(eg, thickness, stiffness, rocker position, base

placed in an ice bath. This temporarily decreas-

of support), which can have other positive or

es somatosensory information from the feet.

negative side effects. For example, shoes that

Besides reduced balance in patients with DPN,

consist of thicker midsoles and smaller base of

offloading devices such as insoles or diabetic

support lead to decreased control of the center of

footwear influence pressure distribution, afferent

pressure (CoP), and thus, decreased postural sta-

somatosensory information, and perception in

bility. In addition, decreased CoP control results

to healthy older people. When accompanied by

patients with DPN, which may also negatively

from decreased reactivity characteristics of the

DPN fall risk increases even further. The central

influence balance control in patients with DPN.

shoes or insoles on the foot surface. Research in

blood sugar levels increases risk of developing
diabetic foot ulcers (DFU). One in 4 diabetic
patients develops DFU, which can have serious
consequences and may lead to an amputation or
even death. Consequently, prevention of DFU
through reduction of peak plantar pressure and
shear stress during standing and walking is
important in patients with DPN. Older people
with DM experience higher fall risks compared

nervous system uses somatosensory information

Offloading devices are commonly used to

healthy older people showed that postural sta-

for maintaining balance in static and dynamic

prevent DFU occurrence or recurrence. There

bility decreases when standing on materials with

situations, such as bipedal balance control,

are many different devices used for plantar

low resiliency. Besides CoP control, shear stress

which is evidently compromised in patients

offloading and most of them aim at altering

can also have effects on balance control. Shear

with DPN. Therefore, patients with DPN are at

plantar pressure through foot positioning, roll-off

stresses are related to development of DFU and

higher risk of falling compared to healthy older

characteristics, cushioning, and increasing foot

some offloading devices implement shear stress

This is an extended excerpt of an article with the same title that originally appeared in the journal BMC Sports Science, Medicine and
Rehabilitation; (2021) 13:31. doi: 10.1186/s13102-020-00230-8. Use is per the Creative Commons License CC BY 4.0. Some summarization
and editing has occurred and references have been removed for brevity. Find the original article at https://bmcsportsscimedrehabil.
biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13102-020-00230-8
Continued on page 46
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reducing techniques in their designs, eg, shear
stress reducing insoles. These insoles permit lateral motion in the device to reduce shear stress
at the skin and deeper tissues. However, side-toside motion might cause patients with DPN to
become unsteady. On the contrary, other insole
designs might be beneficial for balance control,
since textured insoles have some beneficial
effects in increasing somatosensory information
and perception in patients with DPN, and subse-

Shear stresses are related to balance measurements, and one article included
both. [Further details on the methodology can be
development of DFU and viewed at the URL on the bottom of page 45.]
some offloading devices
Results
implement shear stress
Results suggested that static balance control is
reducing techniques in their reduced when rocker bottom shoes and different
insole configurations are used, however, toe-only
designs, eg, shear stress
rockers showed less evidence for reduced static
balance control. There was no evidence for
reducing insoles.
reduced dynamic balance control in combina-

quently increase postural stability.
All in all, the exact relation between plantar
offloading in diabetic patients and balance
control in diabetic patients is not clear, although
both received much attention separately. It is
important to examine this relation, since most
patients with DPN are already at higher risk
of falling. The aim of this systematic review is

tion with offloading devices. However, these
and consequently, can lead to higher fall risks in
patients with DPN.

Methods

results should be interpreted with care, since the
number of studies was very small—5—and the
quality of the studies was moderate. [Detailed
results can be viewed at the URL on the bottom

PubMed and Embase were systematically

of page 45.]

searched using relevant search terms. After title

Discussion

devices used for prevention of DFU on static and

selection, abstract selection, and full-text selec-

This systematic review aimed to study the effects

dynamic balance control in patients with DPN. It

tion only five articles could be included for fur-

of plantar offloading devices used for prevention

is expected that offloading techniques negatively

ther analysis. Two articles included static balance

of DFU on static and dynamic balance control.

influence static and dynamic balance control,

measurements, two articles included dynamic

Included papers were limited in number and

to investigate the effects of plantar offloading

LER_May2021.indd 2
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Studies included in the meta-analysis
Paton J, et al. Getting the right balance: insole design alters the static balance of people with
diabetes and neuropathy. J Foot Ankle Res. 2016;9:3 eCollection 2016.

memory (relatively soft material). Balance was

Ghomian B, et al. Rocker outsole shoe is not a threat to postural stability in patients with
diabetic neuropathy. Prosthetics Orthot Int. 2016;40(2):224–30.

removed arch fill. These results suggest that the

Ghomian B, et al. Gait stability of diabetic patients is altered with the rigid rocker shoes. Clin
Biomech (Bristol, Avon). 2019;69:197–204.

instability in patients with DPN. Softness of

Albright BC, et al. Rocker bottom soles alter the postural response to backward translation
during stance. Gait Posture. 2009;30(1):45–9.

with DPN since CoP control of healthy people

Grewal GS, et al. Diabetic peripheral neuropathy and gait: does footwear modify this
association? J Diabetes Sci Technol. 2013;7(5):1138–46.

which someone is standing. Several studies

worse compared to no insole and the insole with
molded arch fill and heel cup induce postural
insoles might compromise stability in patients
is dependent on the rigidity of the material on
already found better CoP control in soft shoes
compared to rigid shoes, suggesting the same

quality. Only five papers met all inclusion criteria

offloading devices on dynamic balance control

and these were reviewed in detail. Three articles

and one study found small positive effects of

described offloading shoes, one article described

different footwear types on balance control.

the effects of different types of insoles, and the

Perceived balance was included in one article as

explanation for the difference in balance might

last article included several offloading devices.

an additional balance outcome measurement,

be that increased contact areas leads to de-

Three studies found significant reductions of

and no effects of insoles on perceived balance

creased pressure, which decreases the somato-

static or dynamic balance control in combina-

were found.

sensory feedback, and consequently, decrease

tion with offloading devices. One study found

results for soft insoles compared to rigid insoles.
In addition, insoles with molded arch fills have
a larger contact area with the foot. One possible

balance. On the other hand, research in healthy

no significant effects of rigid and flexible shoes

Insoles

on balance control. Interestingly, of the three

Paton et al showed reduced static balance control

enhance standing balance and are beneficial for

studies that included dynamic balance outcome

of patients with DPN while wearing standard

fall prevention, indicating a difference between

measurements, two studies found no effects of

diabetic insoles and insoles with low resilient

patients with DPN and healthy older adults.

older adults shows that arch support insoles

Continued on page 49
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It was also found that the addition of footwear improved
gait steadiness in patients with DPN, indicating
beneficial effects of footwear on dynamic balance.
Paton et al also found that added textured covers

an increase in somatosensory information is

soles are associated with faster and more reactive

decrease negative effects of insoles on static

not dependent on walking speed, since walking

CoP control. In healthy populations, evidence

balance. However, similar to the results from

stability is the same for slow, normal and fast

was found for decreased postural stability with

the removed arch fills, in healthy people it was

walking speeds. Thus, increased availability

increased softness of midsole, decreased pos-

found that textured insoles had no significant

of information from other structures might be

tural stability with thicker midsoles, increased

effect on static balance in eyes open and eyes

used as compensation for the loss of peripheral

postural stability with high-collared shoes, and

closed conditions. Reduced somatosensory

somatosensory information to prevent reductions

increased postural stability with increased base

information in patients with DPN might explain

in dynamic balance, independent of walking

of support. Diabetic patients often wear rocker

these differences with healthy people, because

speed.

shoes for ulcer prevention. Rocker shoes are

healthy older adults without neuropathy already

Dynamic balance is characterized by the

characterized by thick and stiffer soles, apex po-

have sufficient somatosensory information

ability to maintain a stable gait. This can be

sitions around 55 – 60%, and, with that reduced

available for balance control. Textured insoles

done by keeping the CoP within the base of sup-

base of support. Toe-only rockers, which are

and insoles with removed arch fill seem to stim-

port during dynamical activities such as walking.

rocker shoes without a heel rocker, have a larger

ulate somatosensory information, resulting in

Measuring dynamic balance is challenging,

base of support compared to rocker shoes with a

increased balance performance in patients with

since it consists of walking, turning, dual tasks,

heel rocker. For that reason, rocker bottom shoes

DPN. For that reason, patients with DPN may

stepping over or on an object, and resisting

evidently have more negative effects on postural

benefit more from stimulation of somatosensory

perturbations. In the study of Paton et al, the

stability in patients with DPN compared with

information through the use of textured insoles

step reaction time test was used to evaluate

toe-only rockers and regular shoes with different

or insoles with removed arch fill compared to

dynamic balance. However, it can be argued

rigidities.

healthy people.

that the step reaction time test does not reflect

In general, the number of studies conducted

the whole concept of dynamic balance. Tests for

on dynamic balance in combination with off-

found no differences in dynamic balance using

dynamic stability should include multiple aspects

loading footwear is very small. In this systematic

different insoles. Other research found no nega-

to obtain overall dynamic balance results, since

review, only one study [Grewal] on dynamic

tive effects of insoles or small positive effects of

stepping is only one aspect of dynamic balance.

balance in combination with offloading footwear

Regarding dynamic balance, Paton et al

different types of insoles on dynamic balance.

was included and the study provided little to no

A reason for the difference between static and

Footwear

dynamic balance might be the sensory input

Albright et al found evidence that rocker bottom

namic balance. It was found that different types

during dynamic activities. Dynamical situations

shoes decreased postural stability during per-

of offloading footwear showed longer double

provide more somatosensory feedback from

turbed stance in diabetic patients. In contrast,

support phase and less center of mass (CoM)

muscles, joints, ligaments, and other structures.

Ghomian et al [both 2016 and 2019] found no

sway during walking, which are not clear indica-

This increase in somatosensory feedback results

or little effects of toe-only rocker shoes, different

tions for impaired balance. However, the design

in reduced reliance on somatosensory informa-

toe-only rocker settings, and rigid or flexible

of the study was a three-group comparison

tion from the feet and an increased reliance on

shoes on postural stability respectively. Outcome

and all participants wore their own prescribed

somatosensory information detected in other

differences between these studies can possibly

footwear. Participants wore different types of

structures during dynamic balance control. This

be explained by the characteristics of the shoes.

footwear with varying mechanical characteristics

theory is supported by research on modelling

Rocker bottom shoes have reduced base of

(offloading footwear, offloading sandals, and

human locomotion, where control of leg and foot

support. Base of support is an important factor

removable cast walkers). As a result, effects

joints requires afferent feedback from all lower

in CoP control, and therefore, influences balance

of different footwear on balance could not be

leg structures. It is also important to note that

control in static situations. In addition, stiffer

determined. For that reason, balance outcomes

evidence for negative nor positive effects on dy-

Continued on page 50
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Offloading devices used for ulcer healing, such
as cast walkers, are mechanically different from
offloading devices used for prevention.
of the study were difficult to interpret and

Results revealed better balance in healthy older

difficult to compare with other studies. Najafi et

adults. These findings are interesting in the con-

al [JAPMA 2013] investigated gait unsteadiness

text of this review; however, it is not clear if the

in patients with DPN during barefoot walking

prototype footwear and insoles were also bene-

and walking with regular shoes. Results revealed

ficial for offloading purposes. Both the vibrating

gait unsteadiness in both conditions compared

insoles and the prototype devices have potential

to healthy controls. It was also found that the

and future research is needed to evaluate their

addition of footwear improved gait steadiness in

effects in patients with DPN.

patients with DPN, indicating beneficial effects

As discussed earlier, increased rigidity

of footwear on dynamic balance.

of shoes is associated with better CoP control.

Other solutions

Research on healthy participants suggests the

Besides textured insoles, vibrating insoles also
stimulate proprioception through vibrations
under the surface of the foot and they showed
some beneficial effects in patients with DPN.
Hijmans et al [JRRD 2008] tested vibrating
insoles on healthy participants and patients with
DPN. In healthy participants no significant effects were found. In contrast, patients with DPN
were found to significantly improve in balance
during an attention-demanding task. Other
research showed that vibrating insoles are also
beneficial for healthy older adults, since they
enhance somatosensory information and improve balance in dynamic and static situations.
Vibrating insoles might be used in combination

same results for insoles, since evidence supports
that rigid insoles had potential beneficial effects
compared to soft insoles. Rigid insoles show
less postural sway and CoP velocity. In addition,
when visual feedback was removed, postural
sway in the soft insole increased whereas the
rigid condition showed better postural stability
without visual feedback, indicating decreased fall
risk. It is suggested that in patients with DPN
rigid insoles have similar effect, while textured
insoles and vibrating insoles also showed beneficial effects on balance in patients with DPN.
It could be interesting for future research to combine one of these two with rigid insoles.

Conclusion
Only five studies on the effects of offloading
footwear on balance were found. The included
studies showed negative effects of offloading devices on static balance control. Standard diabetic
insoles, insoles with low resilient memory cover,
rocker bottom shoes, and negative heel shoes
showed negative effects on static balance. There
was no evidence for negative effects on dynamic
balance control. However, these results are based
on a small body of evidence that investigated
short-term effects of footwear and insoles on
balance. Thus, conclusions regarding change in
balance control as a result of wearing offloading
devices used for prevention of DFU should be
interpreted with care.
More research is necessary to gain insight
into the benefits and side effects of offloading
devices. Future research should focus on comparing different offloading devices or different
settings of offloading devices using a within-subject design. Furthermore, studies should include
measurement outcomes aimed at static balance
control, dynamic balance control, and perceived
stability on the short and long term.

Limitations

Koen Andre Horstink is with the Center for

Limitations included: only static balance and

Human Movement Science, at the University of

loading benefits of the offloading devices without

dynamic balance were considered; only offload-

Groningen in The Netherlands.

compromising balance. In other recent research

ing devices for ulcer prevention were considered

prototype footwear and insoles were developed

(offloading devices used for ulcer healing, such

is with the Center for Rehabilitation, University of

to optimize gait in older adults. The footwear

as cast walkers, are mechanically different from

Groningen in The Netherlands; and the School of

consisted of a firm rubber sole (25mm thick

offloading devices used for prevention.); only

Sport, Exercise & Health, Peter Harrison Centre

underheel and 18mm under the forefoot), a high

articles in English and Dutch were included;

for Disability Sport at Loughborough University

collar to support the ankle, a firm heel counter, a

and measurement outcomes of dynamic balance

in the UK.

10-degree bevel in the heel, and a slip resisting

control varied. [View full limitations and sug-

outsole. The insole was textured with 4mm

gestions for future research at the URL listed on

ment of Rehabilitation Medicine at the University

ethyl vinyl acetate with dome-shape projections.

page 45.]

of Groningen in The Netherlands.

with offloading devices that lead to decreased
balance, in such a way that patients have the off-
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Common Skin and Nail Conditions of the
Lower Extremity: Part 3
By Paul J. Betschart, DPM
Many foot and ankle specialists focus on the
musculoskeletal conditions of patients. Skin and
nail conditions of the feet, however, are some of
the most common complaints that patients have.
This 3-part series describes the most common
conditions patients present with to my office and
provide some effective treatment options. Part 1
(May 2021) focused on skin conditions. Part 2
(June 2021) focused on common nail conditions. Here we focus on issues with toenails that
can reflect systemic disease.

Systemic Disease Changes
Many diseases can cause changes in the appearance and quality of the nail unit. There are
entire textbooks dedicated to this subject. Here
are some of the most common seen in clinical
practice.
Nail dystrophy is a term describing nails
that are abnormal in appearance. Typically, they
can be thick, discolored, and brittle. These nail
changes are most often seen in fungal nail infections (Figure 1). Systemic conditions can cause
a similar appearance of the nail. Nails with this
appearance that have repeated negative fungal

Figure1. Nail dystrophy caused by fungal infection.
Nail clubbing refers to a change in the
shape of the nail and tip of the toe to resemble
the end of a club. Clubbed nails are usually
associated with pulmonary conditions such as
COPD and cancer, as well as cardiac conditions
such as congenital malformations, and endocarditis, an infection of the inside lining of the
heart.

cultures and/or fail to respond to antifungal
therapy should be investigated for underlying

Figure 3. Spoon-shaped nails.1

conditions. Conditions such as psoriasis, lichen
planus, Reiter’s syndrome, and sarcoidosis are

Pigmented streaks can be a normal finding

examples of conditions that can result in dys-

in persons with deeply pigmented skin. These

trophic nails. Diagnosis can be made through

longitudinal lines are usually regular with

history, full body examination for tell-tale skin

straight edges and uniform color. Melanoma

lesions, laboratory examination, and micro-

skin cancer that affects the nail root area can

scopic examination of nail and skin biopsies.
Managing the underlying condition can help
improve the appearance of the nails. Reducing
nail thickness can also improve appearance and
reduce symptoms. Softening agents such as urea
gel preparations can help improve nail condition
and appearance. Supplementation with the B
vitamin biotin can also be helpful.

Figure 2. Nail clubbing, note tips of toes resemble
the end of a club.
Spoon-shaped nails (Koilonychia) is a term

also present with a pigmented nail streak.
Suspicious signs include irregular edges, a
triangular shape with the wider part at the nail
root, and color variation. Suspicious nail streaks

used to describe a nail with a depressed center

should be considered for nail unit biopsy as ear-

and upturned edges. Spoon-shaped nails can be

ly detection is critical in managing this deadly

seen with iron deficiency anemia, hemochroma-

malignancy.

tosis, lupus, and nail patella syndrome.

Another longitudinal dark line of the nail
Continued on page 54
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Continued from page 53

defects are another cause of blue nails. They
can also be related to blood abnormalities such
as methemoglobinemia, polycythemia vera, and
carbon monoxide poisoning.
In conclusion, toenails serve a protective role
keeping the vulnerable top of the digit safe from
injury (think about stubbing your toe), but they
are also a window into the health of the body
overall and deserve appropriate attention.
Figure 4. The general shapes of melanonychia: (A)
longitudinal, (B) distal linear, (C) total diffuse, and
(D) distal diffuse pattern.2

Figure 6. Transverse lines.

unit is called the splinter hemorrhage. These

where the fingernails and toenails become

thin, black lines form under the nail and can be

yellowed. The nails can be thick as well and

mistaken for wood splinters. Splinter hemor-

this can be misdiagnosed as fungal infections.

rhages are commonly associated with a cardiac

The exact cause of yellow nail syndrome is not

condition called subacute bacterial endocarditis

clear. It is thought to be related to lymphedema,

(SBE) and are often an early presenting sign of

the buildup of tissue fluid in the extremities.

this condition. SBE is an infection of the inner

Hereditary conditions and prior infections,

lining of the heart by slow growing bacteria. The

such as cellulitis, can predispose a person to

heart growths that these infections cause can

lymphedema due to injury to the lymphatic

result in blood clots that can travel to distant

vessels that carry the tissue fluid back from the

Paul J. Betschart, DPM, FACFAS, is a podiatrist

sites, commonly resulting in blockage of nail

extremities to the central circulation. Treatment

in private practice in Danbury, Connecticut. A

bed arterioles which become splinter hemor-

of yellow nails is usually palliative with reducing

Fellow of the American College of Foot and Ankle

rhages. Other causes of splinter hemorrhage-like

thickness and discoloration through electric

Surgeons, his goal is to help his patients achieve

discoloration are fungal infections, trauma, and

grinding and application of nail conditioners

optimal health from the ground up.

psoriasis.

such as urea gel.

Yellow Nail Syndrome is a rare condition

Figure 8. Blue toenail.
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Figure 5. Splinter hemorrhage as seen through
dermoscope.3
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Figure 7. Yellow nail syndrome.

Transverse lines appearing on the surface
of the nail are usually benign and are often

Blue toenails can occur in a number of

related to trauma or severe systemic disease that

conditions. Blue discoloration of the nails and

temporarily disrupts the nail root growth. These

digits is usually associated with high levels of

lines will grow out with normal nail growth in

de-oxygenated hemoglobin in the peripheral

6 – 12 months. White transverse lines without

circulation. Lung conditions such as COPD,

a depression can be an indication of toxic expo-

asthma, and pulmonary embolism can present

sure, particularly from arsenic.

with blue nails. Cardiac conditions such as
congestive heart failure and congenital heart
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New & Noteworthy
Noteworthy products, association news, and market updates

ROAM ROBOTICS’ ASCEND
SMART KNEE

vately held orthopedic medical device company

triathlons. It features a longer toe lever for

founded in 2005. MedShape provides surgical

increased energy storage and return. When

solutions for foot and ankle surgeons using its

the prosthesis hits the ground, the Cheetah

patented superelastic nickel titanium (NiTi-

blade compresses, storing and returning up to

NOL) shape memory alloy and shape memory

90–95% of the potential energy for the next

polymer technologies. The acquired business’

stride, much the way a leg’s calf muscles and

portfolio includes devices for fracture fixation,

Achilles’ tendons spring and recoil.

joint fusion, and soft tissue injury repair that
utilize biomaterial technologies designed to
improve patient outcomes. The MedShape
product line opens a new market entry for a
The Ascend smart knee orthosis is designed to
help relieve knee pain and support functional
improvements, dramatically improving mobility for patients. State-of-the-art embedded
sensor technology intuitively senses and sup-

Össur Americas
800/233-6263
ossur.com

suite of surgical solutions that actively participate in the bone healing process and creates
new options for self-adapting foot and ankle
implants. Financial details of the transaction

GAME READY’S FULL LEG
BOOT WRAP

were not disclosed.

ports everyday movements, such as ascending
and descending steps, and can also help those
struggling with strenuous or extended activi-

CHEETAH XCEED

ties, such as gardening or long walks, without
pain or discomfort. The wearable SmartPack
has onboard microprocessors that utilize
proprietary algorithms to recognize user intent
and actively direct the device to adjust to the

Game Ready’s Full Leg Boot is a wrap that pro-

wearer’s needs. It also houses an air compres-

vides compression, cold, and heat therapies in

sor and power source. A remote allows the user

order to help speed recovery. The wrap allows

to easily manage support levels and activity

for active pneumatic compression with deeper

modes on demand. Ascend’s lightweight frame

penetrating cold, plus controllable heat or

makes it easy to don, provides stability, and

rapid contrast treatment options for outstand-

comfortably integrates into daily life so users

ing recovery and rehabilitation after a sports

are able to move with more confidence. Ascend

injury or surgery. The patented technology

is available for pre-orders; shipping will begin

helps decrease swelling, stimulate circulation,

in late summer of 2021.
The new Cheetah® Xceed was designed to enRoam Robotics

hance running symmetry over earlier models,

415/481-6400

making it an ideal foot for unilateral and bi-

ascend.health

lateral amputee athletes who are participating
in professional sports or recreational activities

and safely relieve pain without narcotics. The
anatomic, low-profile design is based on input
from specialists, including athletic trainers,
physical therapists, and other sports medicine
professionals, for comfort and quality. The Full
Leg Boot is available in 3 adjustable sizes for

DJO ACQUIRES
MEDSHAPE

such as long-distance running. It is designed to

DJO, a subsidiary of Colfax Corporation and a

day sports enthusiasts. It is appropriate for

Game Ready

global provider of medical technologies to get

transfemoral and transtibial users participating

888/426-3732

and keep people moving, announced that it has

in high impact activities, such as recreational

gameready.com

completed the acquisition of MedShape, a pri-

jogging, trail running, distance running, and
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optimal fit, with easy-on/easy-off hook-andloop closures for convenient application.
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FRIENDLY EXCURSION
SHOES

developed an efficient technique for muscle

Moreover, the bioengineered muscles inte-

regeneration and functional restoration in

grated well with the rats’ neural and vascular

injured rats. The group expanded on a method

systems. These promising results suggest

they previously developed using muscle-specif-

combining dECM-MA with PVA is a clinically

ic materials derived from an organism’s tissues

feasible method for achieving large-scale tissue

(dECM-MA) to construct bioinks, which are

regeneration, provided the damage does not

materials used for 3D printing tissue.

extend to nearby cells from which the tissue

The researchers combined dECM-MA
from pigs’ skeletal muscles with poly(vinyl

Friendly Shoes look and feel like modern comfort sneakers but patented Easy Shoe Access
zippers make them a functional solution for
individuals struggling with shoe donning or
fitting AFOs/SMOs. Invented by an occupational therapist, users simply fold open, enter,

materials can be derived.
“This advanced bioprinting approach for

alcohol) (PVA) fibrillation, a technique that

bioengineering functional skeletal muscle con-

provides cues to the molecules in the bioink

structs may be an effective therapeutic option

to guide them to their target tissue and ensure

for treating extensive muscle defect injuries

they are properly aligned. By optimizing the

with accelerated innervation and vasculariza-

PVA to enable stable, viable, well-aligned

tion,” Lee said.

cell structures, the researchers were able to

Since the technique requires cells from

improve muscle regeneration and function

the patient, the group anticipates some hurdles

restoration.

in translating the methodology for human
subjects, where it will be especially beneficial

and zip. The Excursion, available in mid top

for systems that require cellular-level align-

and low top, comes in wide widths, weighs less

ment, like cardiac and skeletal muscles. In the

than 10oz (to assist with leg-lifting during gait

meantime, they plan to continue preclinical

and reduced energy expenditure during daily

trials on larger, more clinically relevant muscle

tasks), and features removable memory foam

constructs in larger animals, such as rabbits,

insoles, slip-resistant outsoles, and rear Easy

dogs, and pigs.

Shoe Access that makes wearing AFOs/SMOs
easy, discreetly. The mid-top shoes feature
dual-density heel, arch, and metatarsal support

SMART CRUTCH TIPS

while the low-top shoes offer arch and metatarsal support. The wide expanding upper and
generous toe-box depth accommodates braces
and wide feet. The shoes are elderly friendly,
disabled friendly, diabetic friendly, pregnant
friendly, and eco-friendly. Due to popular
demand, Kids Excursions arrive in August.
Friendly Shoes
619/488-0066
friendlyshoes.com

BIOENGINEERING
APPROACH SHOWN
TO REGENERATE
FUNCTIONAL MUSCLE
Researchers from Wake Forest Institute for
Regenerative Medicine and 2 South Korean
institutions—Sungkyunkwan University
and Chonnam National University—have

The dECM-MA derived from porcine skeletal muscles
is combined with PVA fibrillation, which provides the
topographical cues for proper cellular alignment when
bioengineering rat muscles. Image courtesy of Sang
Jin Lee.

“One major benefit over previous approaches is the self-alignment of muscle cells
in the 3D structure without any supporting

ComeBack Mobility’s Smart Crutch Tips and

components,” said Wake Forest Associate

the corresponding physician and patient apps

Professor Sang Jin Lee, PhD. “This could allow

are a dynamic tool to instruct correct weight

us to fabricate more clinically relevant bioengi-

bearing on a limb after an injury or sur-

neered muscle constructs.”

gery; simply attach the devices to any round

The technique was tested on rats with

crutches. Built-in force sensors record the peak

injured foot muscles. When compared with

pressure a patient puts on the crutches when

uninjured rats of the same age and rats with

walking and an algorithm processes the data

the same injury but no treatment, the rats

in real time. If the weight on the injured limb

treated with the muscle regeneration technique

exceeds or fails to meet the prescribed weight

showed over 80% muscle function restoration.

bearing status, the patient receives instant

lermagazine.com
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NEW & NOTEWORTHY
feedback to adjust the weight for the next step.

continuing to provide quality patient care.

mum breathability, making it a great option to

The medical professional’s digital dashboard

Previously, Dieringer worked in the collegiate

combat the heat during any outdoor excursions

makes it possible to remotely monitor how the

(NCAA Division I and Division II), secondary

this summer.

patient loads the injured leg, address patient

schools, and clinical settings. She has logged 16

concerns, and adapt the program to their

years of volunteering for NATA and the Ath-

CEP Compression

needs. The patient app helps patients to be

letic Training Strategic Alliance, participating

cepcompression.com

on various committees and holding leadership

888/519-2338

regular with exercises and keep the load on the
injured leg under the set program while consistently receiving physician’s recommendations.

roles. Her visionary approach to the profession resulted in the creation of the Healthcare
Reform Workgroup and the implementation of

ComeBack Mobility

the Accountable Care Organization Demon-

comebackmobility.com

stration Project, currently in progress. An
accomplished speaker and author, she has been
the recipient of many honors.

NATA WELCOMES KATHY
DIERINGER AS PRESIDENT

RESEARCHERS DEVELOP
A BOOT TO ACCELERATE
HEALING OF DFUS
Researchers at Western Michigan University (Western) have developed a boot that is
designed to accelerate the healing of diabetic

CEP COMPRESSION
HIKING MERINO AND
LIGHT MERINO SOCKS

foot ulcers (DFUs). The boot, called SenLore,
offloads pressure on DFUs and also delivers a
combination of heat and electrical stimulation
to increase blood flow and dramatically speed
up the healing process. Initial research at Western shows SenLore’s combination of heat and
electrical stimulation increased blood perfusion
at the foot in people with diabetes more than
186%.

The National Athletic Trainers’ Association
(NATA) welcomed Kathy Dieringer, EdD, LAT,
ATC, as its new president, serving a 3-year
term. She has more than 30 years of sports
medicine experience and brings with her a
deep passion for the athletic training profession and a clear vision for her new role as she
succeeds outgoing President, Tory Lindley, MA,
ATC. Additionally, 2 current board members
will take on new leadership roles during her
term. The NATA board of directors elected
Tony Fitzpatrick, MA, LAT, ATC, as vice president, and Diane Sartanowicz, MS, LAT, ATC,

CEP Compression’s new outdoor collection
includes the Hiking Merino and Light Merino
socks designed to enhance the experience for
hikers, campers, and outdoor enthusiasts of
all skill levels. Tested by hikers around the
world, these socks are engineered to provide
targeted, true graduated compression to
improve circulation and blood flow where it’s
needed most. Each product is crafted with
strategic padding and a reimagined asymmetric toe box to enhance comfort and reduce

was appointed by Dieringer to the position of

foot swelling while also helping regulate body

secretary/treasurer.

temperature. Moisture-wicking properties and

Dieringer currently is the sole owner of 3

joint stabilizing technology also aid hikers in

outpatient rehabilitation clinics (D&D Sports

preventing blisters and hot spots. The Light

Med) in the north Texas area. She manages

Merino Sock weighs 20% less than standard

all aspects of her clinics while simultaneously

products and boasts a lighter design for maxi-
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From left, doctor of physical therapy students Pham
Tram and Sean Clark are helping Lawson conduct
research on SenLore, a boot designed to help
patients with non-healing foot ulcers.
Daryl Lawson, PT, DSc, associate
professor of physical therapy at Western,
worked with Christopher Arena, PhD, associate
professor of biomedical engineering at Virginia
Tech, to develop the boot. “The purpose was
to combine both of those elements [heat and
electrical stimulation] to treat people at home
or an assisted nursing facility and be able to
monitor people to make sure they never get to
the point of amputation,” said Lawson. A prod-

uct like this, could be transformative, he said.

Fitterfirst self-standing Balance Aids are used

being 100% employee-owned, the company

“[I]f you can prevent an amputation and heal

to assist individuals in early rehabilitation or

will change structure from an S Corporation to

the wound, a person can return to their normal

with limited balance by providing additional

a limited liability company. “Together we plan

functional activity.”

safety and support while building better bal-

to grow the brand, product portfolio, and geo-

ance and stability safely. They can also be used

graphic reach, ultimately getting Superfeet to

work by Massood Atashbar, PhD, a professor

as indoor walking aids for improved mobility.

more of the people who need them,” said Erik

in Western’s Department of Electrical and

The domed caps are designed to give the user a

Tolzmann, founder and partner at Westward

Computer Engineering and director of the Cen-

safe handhold without a tight grip to build con-

Partners. Financial terms of the transaction

ter for Advanced Smart Sensors and Structures

fidence in their balance These lightweight aids

were not disclosed.

(CASSS), and doctoral student Simin Masihi.

are designed to be used for touch reference as

Atashbar and his graduate students are engi-

singles or in pairs. Couple these Balance Aids

neering technology to monitor blood flow and

with your favorite balance improving products

other cardiovascular metrics and integrate the

to enhance stability while in use. These poles

data with a smartphone application. It involves

are easy to assemble.

Future advances to the boot will include

creating flexible, screen-printed sensors and
electrodes that will be integrated in the boot’s
insole. Masihi is exploring how to expand the
boot’s capabilities by designing a resonant

ARIZE DIGITAL ORTHOTIC
SOLUTION

Fitter International
800/348-8371
fitter1.com

sensor for low-cost, contact-free monitoring of
the wound to measure tissue changes without

follow. The technology could become available

MAKING HEALTHCARE
MORE ACCESSIBLE TO
DISABLED IS ON MO
AMPUTEE STATE REP’S
AGENDA

to patients next year. While the technology

Missouri State Representative Rasheen

currently focuses on foot ulcers, Lawson said

Aldridge (D-St. Louis) has stated that he plans

there is potential to expand its use such as to

to forward legislation to make healthcare more

other pressure ulcers and muscle tears.

accessible to people with disabilities, including

interrupting the wound’s healing process.
Lawson and his physical therapy students
have completed a pilot project confirming the
boot’s healing properties. Clinical trials will

helping seniors with disabilities to receive
access to care in their homes. The legislation is

FITTERFIRST BALANCE
AIDS

especially personal to Aldridge, who, when he
was young, underwent amputation of his right
leg due a birth defect and wears a prosthetic
leg. Earlier this year, another bill Aldridge
had penned, designating April as limb loss
awareness month, was attached to Senate Bill
72, which was signed by the Governor Mike
Parsons (R) and takes effect August 28.

Welcome to Arize: the digital orthotic solution
that provides innovative designs through 3D
printing. Arize creates efficiencies at every
step of the process, which means you can go
from scanning to placing an order in as little
as 5 minutes. Plus, it’s flexible, easy-to-learn,
and can easily be adapted into your current
office workflow. Arize lets you select from
familiar orthotic styles and adjustments as
well as innovative design modifications such
as Morton’s Extensions. The scanner captures
highly accurate digital scans so you can deliver
accurate and repeatable 3D-printed orthoses
to your patients. With Arize you get precision
and control, and your patients get improved
function, fit, and feel. Our predictable, flat-rate
pricing (see terms and conditions for exceptions) includes all available modifications and

SUPERFEET ACQUIRED BY
PRIVATE EQUITY FIRM
Superfeet, Ferndale, WA, has been acquired
by private equity firm Westward Partners.
Effective June 15, Westward assumed majority

1-way shipping. Our remote technical support
team will help you feel confident every step of
the way.
Arize
arizeclinical.com

ownership. As the company transitions from
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Source: Broatch JR, Brophy-Williams N, Phillips EJ, et al. Compression Garments Reduce Muscle Movement and Activation during
Submaximal Running. Med Sci Sports Exerc. 2020 Mar;52(3):685-695. doi: 10.1249/MSS.0000000000002182.
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OrthoRite

orthotics

a lw ay s a s t e p a h e a d

Children’s Line
A classic shell manufactured
ma
from state-of-the-art acrylic.
Ortho-Rite's functional acrylic
offers full biomechanical
control for patients requiring
stability and support.

Ortho-Rite
INCORPORATED

Dress-Rite

Sport-Rite

Walk-Rite

Graph-Rite

Leather Line

65 Plain Ave.
New Rochelle, NY 10801
(800)473-6682
(914)235-9697 Fax
info@ortho-rite.com

